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Creating a greener future

The IDC has partnered with the French
Development Agency to establish a fund
aimed at developing a green energy market
in South Africa.
South Africa is the largest contributor
of carbon dioxide emissions in Africa.
Add to this our limited energy security,
rising energy costs and inefficient energy
consumption and it’s clear that we need to
shift towards a more sustainable economy.
SUNREF South Africa aims to increase the
financial capacity of local banks in order to
fund projects that can help develop a green
energy market in South Africa.

With IDC as a funding partner and the South
African National Energy Development
Institute (SANEDI) offering technical
support, SUNREF South Africa is actively
working towards breaking down barriers to
the funding and development of sustainable
energy initiatives in South Africa, by
facilitating access to affordable sustainable
energy, acquiring higher quality equipment
and improving energy security.
Who qualifies for SUNREF?
• Current and new IDC clients
• Businesses in the sustainable
energy sector
• Companies/SMEs looking to reduce
their carbon footprint and 		
increase competitiveness
• Potential project sponsors
Sectors funded by SUNREF
Manufacturing, agro-processing, services,
public transport, clothing and textiles,
energy, water, tourism and hospitality
Technical eligibility criteria:
• Energy-efficiency projects and 		
renewable energy projects

Contact us at: focus@idc.co.za

• Solar energy projects
• Energy from biomass, including biogas,
provided that the biomass is not
originated by deforestation
• On a case-by-case basis; hydro, wind,
ocean energy and biofuel
• Fuel-switch projects may be eligible in
the case of development of a cleaner
energy (ie shift from heavy fuel oil
to natural gas)
Financial indicators:
• Reconstructing existing installations
with a maximum payback time of
eight years
• Modification processes with 		
production capacity expansion of
a maximum 200% with a maximum
payback time of eight years
• Co-generation projects may be 		
eligible, provided the plant 		
does not burn coal
• On a case-by–case basis; storage of
energy, demand-side management
projects and greenfield projects
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6 quick facts about the new IDC CEO
Name: Tshokolo Petrus Nchocho
Childhood: He grew up in the Free State.
Family Life: He is married with two children.
Education: BCom from the University of the North, a Master of Business Leadership from UNISA and a Master’s degree in Development
Finance from the University of London; and an Advanced
Management Programme from the Harvard Business School.
Experience: 28 years’ economic development finance and banking
experience, holding positions as Group Executive at the Development
Bank of Southern Africa and as the CEO of the Land Bank.

Tshokolo Petrus (TP) Nchocho
The new IDC CEO started in January 2019, after a smooth handover
and transition from the outgoing CEO of 13 years, Geoffrey Qhena.

Passion for development: Socio-economic development has
seen him serve on boards of some community-based organisations,
including the Youth Enterprise Society (YES), which is a nongovernmental organisation based in Harrismith, Free State. At YES,
he volunteered business advisory services to young entrepreneurs.
He also served on the board of Yeast Housing Company, an
inner-city housing Section 21 company operating in central
Pretoria/Tshwane.

Telling local stories
3 DAYS TO GO was produced by FigJam
Entertainment (a black, female and
youth-owned company) in association
with the IDC, the KwaZulu-Natal Film
Commission (KZNFC), the DTI and the
KwaZulu-Natal Department of
Economic Development.
3 DAYS TO GO is a proudly South

African Bollywood drama comedy. This
film, which is the directorial debut of
award-winning producer Bianca Isaac,
is centred around a crazy family that
has three days to survive each other
under one roof, before they spread their
father’s ashes and part ways again.

As the siblings re-examine their
shared history and memories and their
tattered relationships, they learn how
to handle life when everything seems
to go wrong.
It serves a slice of life with a storyline
applicable to any culture and race with
deeply touching moments that have
a wonderful mix of humour, drama,
emotions.
It was released in cinemas nationwide
on 25 January 2019.
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Spotlight on IDC Mining
R300m fund for exploration
The IDC is establishing a fund to support junior miners with funding
of their exploration activities. This represents a new approach as
the IDC previously assisted junior miners only with post-exploration
activities. Consultations are taking place on the creation of the fund,
which will take equity positions in early-stage exploration activities,
with the aim of further expanding the potential IDC funding pipeline
in post-exploration projects.
The IDC expects to inject R100-million, with the R200-million balance
secured from the private sector. Already more than 10 mining
companies have expressed an interest in helping capitalise the fund.
It is envisaged that the fund will take up equity investments of
R10-million in exploration activities, to be overseen by the Council for
Geoscience in an effort to minimise costs.
It is in the IDC’s long-term interest to directly support exploration
programmes to shore up future mining-related transactions due to
low exploration spend by both majors and juniors.

R2-bn for mining equipment firms
The corporation is assisting with efforts to
double the size of the South African mining
equipment industry in the next 10 years.
The IDC has budgeted R2-billion to support
mining equipment firms with a keen interest
in supporting factory expansions and
greenfield investments.
Six high-impact areas have been identified:
mining and quarrying machinery and

equipment; underground mining structures
and materials; materials handling machinery
and equipment; railway and tramway
machinery and equipment; pipes and pipe
fittings; and personal safety and protection
equipment.
The initiative is set to open an additional
market for domestic manufacturers through
the supply of capital equipment to the

growing mining industries in the rest of the
South African Development Community
(SADC), as well as those of West Africa.
The IDC is also considering setting up a new
export finance scheme to support mediumsized and large manufacturers seeking
to export their equipment into the SADC
region, as well as the rest of Africa.

Safe, quick and cheaper shaft-sinking
In supporting rapid innovation, a joint
venture between the IDC and Master
Drilling has been created to support the
development of a blind-shaft-boring system
which is safer, cheaper and quicker.
The blind shaft boring system is a
mechanised solution for boring a vertical
shaft to a depth of 2 000m with finished
diameters ranging from 10m to 13m.
No underground access is required for the
system to start boring operations.

The homegrown solution will enable miners
to access mineral bodies at a much greater
depth and improve the economics of
marginal projects.
This rapid shaft borer is expected to be in
demand in countries where ore bodies are
particularly deep, with quicker shaft-sinking
expected to render some dormant projects
feasible.
The focus is to achieve the ideal of nonblast, continuous, round-the-clock mining.

Currently, conventional mining provides only
12 hours to 14 hours, resulting in the asset
not being mined for 50% of the time, in spite
of costing billions to develop. Moreover,
the damage and safety risk created by the
blasting is immense.
Autonomous drilling is seen as a solution to
the call by the market for greater efficiency.
The IDC believes the expertise being
developed by Master Drilling will help ensure
that South Africa’s mineral wealth can benefit
future generations.

